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a  b  s  t  r  a  c  t

A  new  technique  for optimal  planning  of MV and  LV  segments  of  a distribution  system  is  presented  in this
paper.  The  main  goal  is  to find  optimally  distribution  transformer  and substation  locations  and  ratings,  as
well as,  the  route  and  type of  Medium  Voltage  (MV)  and  Low  Voltage  (LV)  feeders.  The  proposed  technique
is applicable  to  both  uniform  and  non-uniform  load  densities  areas.  In this  method,  the  planning  area
is  divided  into  regions  with  relatively  uniform  load  density  such  as urban,  semi-urban,  sub-urban.  Each
of  regions  is  divided  into  zones,  called  LV  zone.  Each  LV  zone  is supplied  by  an  MV/LV  transformer.  The
dimensions  of LV  zones  are  found  based  on the  average  load  of  each  region.  The  placement  and  rating  of
MV/LV transformers,  the  type  and  route  of  LV  conductors  in  an  LV  zone  all  depend  on  its  loads’  location
and  power.  Regarding  the  placement  and  rating  of  MV/LV  transformers  in  planning  area  and  the space
of  regions,  the  dimensions  of a zone  which  is  supplied  by  a  HV/MV  transformer,  called  MV zone,  is
determined.  Additionally,  the  location  and  rating  of  HV/MV  transformers  as well  as  the  feeder’s  routes
and  types  are  calculated.  Since  the  dimensions  of an  LV  zone  influence  the  associated  length  of  MV  feeder,
the MV  feeder  cost  needs  to  be  included  in the  total  cost  associated  with  the  LV  zone.  This  requires  the  MV
feeder type  to  be  known  to calculate  the  corresponding  cost. However,  the  MV  feeder  type  is  determined
as  an  output  from  MV  zone  planning.  As a result,  an  iterative  based  method  is proposed  to consider  this

common  element  in  computations  to develop  integrated  planning  of  both  LV  and  MV zones.  It  is observed
that  the  iterative  technique  quickly  converges  to the  same  results  as the  exhaustive  search  method.

Discrete particle  swarm  optimization  (DPSO)  method  is employed  for solving  the planning  problem.  The
results are  compared  with  nonlinear  programming,  genetic  algorithm  and exhaustive  search  methods.  It
is  observed  that DPSO  is  as  accurate  as the  exhaustive  search  method  for integrated  planning  of  MV–LV
distribution  systems  while  its computation  time  is  significantly  lower.
. Introduction

A  distribution system consists of MV  and LV networks. Although
he LV network cost, to some extent, is comparable with the MV
etwork cost, the majority of the published papers in this field are
edicated to the planning of MV  networks [1–6] rather than LV
etworks [7–10]. Furthermore, there are only a few papers that
onsider both MV  and LV networks [11–13].  The optimal planning
f either of these networks separately will not lead to an accurate
esult. Since the dimensions of an LV network determine the asso-
iated length of MV  feeder, this element should be included in the
otal cost associated with both LV and MV  networks so both of these
etworks should be planned simultaneously as considered in this
aper.
Most of the papers referred above use a continuous cost function
o model the cost of distribution system components, LV conduc-
ors, distribution transformers, MV feeders and substations. Only a
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few authors used the discrete cost function [3,7,10,14].  Due to the
rounding process, the accuracy of the solution decreases with con-
tinuous cost functions. Therefore, a discrete cost function based
on realistic discrete data, collected from the distribution system
elements, is used in this paper.

Selection of an appropriate optimization method for the opti-
mal  planning of distribution systems (OPDS) is crucial. The classical
branch and bound techniques are employed for planning distri-
bution networks in [2,11,15–17]. Although these procedures can
lead to minimum objective function value, they require excessive
computation time owing to their combinatorial complexity. As a
result, some other approaches have been presented to improve
computational efficiency. Amongst these, the heuristic methods
are extensively applied in the literature [3–11].  The particle swarm
optimization (PSO) is one of the heuristic methods [18,19]. In this
paper, PSO is employed to solve the OPDS problem. Due to the
discreteness of the cost function, a Discrete PSO, called DPSO, is

used.

A comprehensive optimal planning of distribution systems for
the urban/semi-urban areas is presented in this paper. Both MV
and LV networks are optimized and the optimal location and size

dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.epsr.2011.05.015
http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/journal/03787796
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/epsr
mailto:ima_zia@yahoo.com
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f transformers and substations, as well as, the route and type of
V and LV feeders are obtained. This work is aimed at Greenfield

ites where the location of specific loads or substations is not pre-
ssigned. In this work, the cost of the distribution system elements
s not assumed to be continuous, but discrete. The employed objec-
ive function consists of the capital cost, loss cost and reliability cost.
he voltage drop and feeder current are incorporated as constraints
n the optimization procedure.

. Problem formulation

The main objective of the optimal planning of distribution sys-
ems is to minimize the cost of substations, transformers, MV
eeders and LV conductors; while the bus voltage and feeder current
re maintained within acceptable ranges.

To accommodate these, the objective function (OF) as the net
resent value of total cost is defined as

F = CCAPITAL +
T∑

t=1

CO&M + CINTERRUPTION + CLOSS

(1 + r)t
+ SP (1)

here CCAPITAL is the total capital cost, CO&M is the total operation
nd maintenance cost, CINTERRUPTION is the interruption cost, CLOSS is
he loss cost, r is the discount rate, T is the number of years in the
tudy timeframe, and SP is the penalty factor.

The capital cost is composed of the purchase and installa-
ion cost of distribution substations, transformers, MV  feeders,
nd LV conductors. The operation and maintenance costs involve
xing, inspection, maintenance, and replacements of parts (see
ables A1 and A2 in Appendix A). The interruption cost has two
omponents − the cost related to the duration of interruptions
nd that related to the number of interruptions. The summation
f these two costs is taken as the interruption cost. The duration
ased interruption cost is the multiplication of the cost for the aver-
ge interruption duration in a year (in terms of minutes) and the
verage interruption duration. The average interruption duration
an be found using the multiplication of SAIDI (System Average
nterruption Duration Index), as a reliability index, and the num-
er of customers. Similarly, the number based interruption cost

s found by the multiplication of SAIFI (System Average Interrup-
ion Frequency Index), the cost of average interruption number per
ustomer, and the number of customers. The cost of average inter-
uption duration and number per customer is provided by the local
lectrical company. Based on the above description, the total cost
f interruption is calculated using (2).

INTERRUPTION = WSAIDI × SAIDI + WSAIFI × SAIFI (2)

SAIDI = NC × CID (3)

SAIFI = NC × CIN (4)

here WSAIDI and WSAIFI are the reliability weight factors, CID and CIN

re the cost of average interruption number per customer ($/inter-
uption) and the cost of average interruption duration per customer
$/min), respectively. NC is the number of customers served.

The loss cost is expressed in (5).  In this, the loss cost has two
arts – the energy loss cost which is proportional to the cost per
Wh and the peak power cost which is proportional to the cost

aving per MW reduction in the peak power.

LOSS = PLOSS × (kPL + kL × 8760 × lsf ) (5)

here PLOSS is the loss power, kPL is the saving per MW reduction in
he peak power, k is the cost per MWh,  and lsf is the loss load factor.
L

he constraints include bus voltages and feeder currents. The bus
oltage (Vbus) should be maintained within the standard level.

min ≤ Vbus ≤ Vmax (6)
LV Feeder

Fig. 1. Typical distribution transformer service area (LV Zone).

The feeder current (Ifi) should be less than the feeder rated cur-
rent (Irated

fi
) in the ith feeder.

Ifi ≤ Irated
fi (7)

The Static Penalty method is used in this paper to include the
constraints. In this method, the constraints are incorporated in the
objective function with a penalty factor, called SP,  in (1). If all con-
straints are satisfied, SP will be zero. Otherwise, SP is set as a large
number and is added to the objective function to exclude the rele-
vant solution from the search space [20].

3. Methodology

The proposed methodology covers planning both LV and MV
networks. For planning distribution systems around a city, typically
the electrical load density decreases from downtown towards the
rural areas. Given this, the proposed procedure starts by dividing
the planning area into the regions with fairly uniform load den-
sity: urban, semi-urban, sub-urban, etc. Within each region, the
optimization considers LV zones, each of which is supplied by an
MV/LV transformer whose rating is determined by the power of
loads, located in the corresponding LV zone. As optimizing vari-
ables, the dimensions of LV zones along with the placement and
rating of MV/LV transformers and the route and type of LV feed-
ers are optimized using the loads’ powers and configuration. In the
next step, another type of zone, called MV  zone, is constituted to
supply MV/LV transformers, located in LV zones, using a HV/MV
transformer. The dimensions of MV  zones along with the place-
ment and rating of HV/MV transformers and the route and type of
MV feeders are optimized in this step. These zones are defined in
the following sub-sections.

3.1. LV network

In this methodology, each customer is assumed to occupy a rect-
angular block, called load block, with a specific power demand.
The dimensions of these blocks and their power consumption are
related to the average load density of the region. Subsequently, a
rectangular service area, composed of these load blocks that are
supplied by a distribution transformer, is formed. This service area,

called the LV zone, is shaped in an arrangement as shown in Fig. 1.
In this figure, a distribution transformer “T” supplies several cus-
tomers. The white blocks are the customers and the grey parts are
the streets. The length and the width of each load block are denoted
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Step 3: (Find Average Load Density in each Region)
Fig. 2. Typical distribution substation service area (MV  Zone).

y LLB and LWB, respectively and WS  indicates the width of streets.
t should be noted that the three-phase distribution line is located
n all streets.

The aim is to find the length and width of the LV zones along
ith the LV feeders’ types and routes and the transformer size and

ocation as the optimizing variables to minimize the total cost per
oad block (or per unit area). The objective function for LV planning
roblem is the cumulative cost of the transformer, LV and MV feed-
rs, and line loss. Note that the length and thus the cost of the MV
eeders are partly determined by the dimensions of the LV zone. The
eliability cost is not incorporated into the LV zone planning since
he cost benefit obtained from reducing outages for some loads in
n LV zone is usually much lower than the cost of required switches.

.2. MV  network

After finding the optimal dimensions of the LV zones and cor-
esponding transformer size, a rectangular zone is allocated to a
istribution substation for optimization of the MV system. This
ectangular zone, called MV  zone, is composed of LV zones. Fig. 2
hows an MV  zone when all LV zones belong to a single load density
egion. In this figure, TLB and TWB  are the length and the width of
ach LV zone. Transformers and substations are shown by “T” and
SS”, respectively. The values of TLB and TWB  are known since they
re the output of the optimal LV zone planning program.

LB = LLB × HNLB (8)

WB  = (LWB  + 0.5 × WS) × VNLB (9)

here HNLB and VNLB are the optimal number of load blocks sup-
lied by each distribution transformer in the horizontal and vertical
xes which have been optimized in the LV zone planning section,
espectively.

The location and size of substations and MV  feeders’ types and
outes in addition to the length and width of the MV  zones are as
he optimizing variables in the MV  zone planning procedure. The
bjective function is composed of the loss cost, the reliability cost
s well as the capital cost for HV/MV transformers and MV  feeders

er unit area. Here only the SAIDI and SAIFI contribution from the
eeder faults is considered. The bus voltage level and the feeder
urrent constraints should be satisfied in both LV and MV  zones.
Fig. 3. The structure of a particle.

4. Implementation of DPSO for OPDS problem

4.1. Overview of PSO

PSO is a population-based and self adaptive technique intro-
duced originally by Kennedy and Eberhart [21]. This algorithm
handles a population of individuals in parallel to search capable
areas of a multi-dimensional space where the optimal solution is
searched. The individuals are called particles and the population is
called a swarm.  Particles as the optimizing variables are updated
during the optimization procedure [22]. In DPSO, as the discrete
version of PSO, the optimal solution can be reached by rounding
off the actual particle value to the nearest integer during the iter-
ations. In [22], it is mentioned that the performance of the DPSO
is not influenced by this rounding off process. Note that the con-
tinuous methods perform the rounding after the convergence of
the algorithm, while in DPSO, it is applied to all particles in each
iteration.

4.2. Methodology for optimization of the OPDS problem

In the OPDS problem, the particles are composed of the opti-
mizing variables associated with the LV zones and MV  zones.
Dimensions of LV zones, distribution transformer sizes and loca-
tions, and the LV feeders’ types and routes are the particles
associated with the LV zone planning. The dimensions of MV  zones,
distribution substation sizes and locations, and the MV feeders’
types and routes are those associated with the MV  zone plan-
ning (Fig. 3). Fig. 4 shows the flowchart of the proposed planning
method. The description and comments of the steps are presented
as follows:

Step 1: (Input System Data and Initialization)
The inputs are the data of the planning area, the available trans-

formers, LV conductors and MV  feeders. The maximum allowed
voltage drop and the rated current of available feeders are also spec-
ified. The particles and their velocities are randomly initialized. The
number of population members and iterations are set respectively
to 10 and 20.

Step 2: (Divide Planning Area into Regions)
In this step, the planning area is divided into the regions in which

the load density is almost uniform such as urban, semi-urban, sub-
urban.
Regarding the loads located in each region, the average load den-
sity corresponding with each region is calculated. Using the average
load density and average size of the load blocks in each region,
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Fig. 4. Overall iteration process linking LV–MV optimization.

he LV zone dimensions (the number of streets and the number of
locks in each street) will be calculated optimally as shown in Step
.

Step 4: (Plan LV Networks Assuming Uniform Load Density)
Assuming uniform load density, it is clear that the minimum

oltage in an LV zone is found for the farthest customer load. This
oltage depends on the distance between the transformer and the
arthest load. To reduce the voltage drop, this distance should be
educed. Therefore, the transformer should be located in the centre
f the LV zone as shown in Fig. 1.

DPSO is employed for optimizing the dimensions of LV zones in
his step. The objective function is the cumulative cost of the MV/LV
ransformer, LV and MV  feeders, and line loss cost. It should be
oted that the length and thus the cost of the MV  feeders are partly
etermined by the dimensions of the LV zone. For each region,
he dimensions of LV zones as optimizing variables are specified
s particle N1R in the optimization process.

1R = [HNLBR, VNLBR]

here HNLBR and VNLBR are the number of load blocks in the hor-
zontal and vertical axes in region R, respectively. Since HNLBR and
NLBR are discrete, they are rounded to the nearest integers.

Since the planning area and the loads in a region are assumed
o be completely uniform in this step, the size and location of dis-
ribution transformer and the conductors’ types and routes can be
ound from the dimensions of the LV zone. Given the number of
oad blocks in the horizontal and vertical axes, a rectangular zone
s created and the distribution supply is implemented as shown in

ig. 1. The area of LV zone can be simply calculated as:

LV = (HNLB × LLB) × (VNLB × (LWB  + 0.5 × WS)) (10)
Research 81 (2011) 1905– 1914

where ALV is the area of the LV zone in km2. The transformer size
and the LV conductor length are determined as given in (11) and
(12).

STrans = (HNLB × VNLB) × PLoad (11)

LLV = ((HNLB − 1) × LLB) × NS (12)

where STrans and PLoad are the rating of transformer and the load
demand per area. LLV is the total length of LV conductors required
for supplying the load blocks. NS is the number of streets supplied
by a transformer. The length of required MV  feeder to supply the
distribution transformer is also calculated by multiplying VNLB and
LWB. It should be noted that the type of MV  feeder is already known
from previous steps.

To calculate the line losses and evaluate the optimization con-
straints, the bus voltages need to be calculated. For this purpose, an
admittance matrix is formed using the current number of the load
blocks as well as the transformer and LV conductor impedances. It
should be noted that the impedance model is used for the loads. To
calculate the bus voltage, the following equation can be used only
if the Ibus is known.

Vbus = Y−1
bus

· Ibus ⇒ Vbus = Zbus · Ibus (13)

where the dimensions of V, I and Y depend on the number of load
blocks. It should be noted that the dimensions of the Ybus matrix
change during the optimization procedure since different dimen-
sions of LV zones are generated by each particle. Since there is no
current injection (sources) in any of the buses except bus 1, the bus
voltages can be calculated as:

Vbus(i) = Zbus(1,  i).Ibus(1) (14)

In this expression, Vbus(i) is the voltage of bus i and Ibus(1) is
the injecting current to bus 1. Ibus(1) is calculated using the net-
work power and the voltage of the MV  side of the distribution
transformer which is assumed to be set by the transformer tap as
1.03 pu. Calculating the non-zero element of Ibus, Ibus(1), the volt-
ages of all the buses are found using (14). The line current can
be calculated when the bus voltages and feeder impedances are
known. An iterative procedure is employed to determine the low-
est cost LV conductor types which maintain the bus voltage within
the standard level.

Step 5: (Is Load Density Close to Uniform?)
If the load density in the planning area is close to uniform, the

program continues to the next step to plan the MV  networks for
uniform load density. Otherwise, the program goes to step 7 for
applying the non-uniform density condition to the LV zones result-
ing from Step 4.

Step 6: (Plan MV  Networks for Uniform Load Density)
In this step, there are two  optimizing variables: the length and

width of the MV  zone. Similar to the transformer placement in the
LV zone planning for uniform load density, a distribution substation
is situated in the centre of the MV  zone to supply the distribution
transformers, and thus their related load blocks, as shown in Fig. 2.
DPSO is employed for optimizing the length and width of the MV
zones. The objective function is composed of the capital cost, loss
cost and reliability cost per unit area. The bus voltage level and
the feeder current are included in the objective function as con-
straints. The particle N1,  composed of the number of LV zones in
the horizontal and vertical axes, is used in DPSO as follows:

N1 = [HNTB, VNTB]
where HNTB and VNTB are the number of LV zones located on the
horizontal and vertical axes respectively. Since these are discrete
values, they are rounded to the nearest integers. The total number
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Table 1
Characteristics of the test system.

Parameter Value

Load Power 2.5 (kW)
Length of load block 20 m
Width of load block 20 m
Width of street 10 m
Base LV voltage 415 (V)
Base MV  voltage 33 (kV)
Power factor 0.8
Failure rate 0.1864 (fault/km yr)
Load impedance 44 + j 33 (�)
kPL 168,000$/MW
kL 4 ¢/kWh
lsf 0.3
r  0.07
T  20 years
CID 0.02 ($/min)
CIN 6 ($/interruption)
I. Ziari et al. / Electric Power Sys

f blocks is calculated by multiplying HNTB and VNTB. Since the MV
one is rectangular, the MV zone area is

MV  = (HNTB × VNTB) × OALV (15)

here AMV  is the area of MV  zone in (km2). OALV is the optimal LV
one area, resulting from Step 4.

To calculate the cost of substation and MV feeder as parts of the
bjective function in the MV zone planning, the rating of substation
nd length of MV  feeder need to be calculated.

Subs = (HNTB × VNTB) × OSTrans (16)

MV  = (TLB × HNTB) − TWB (17)

here SSubs and OSTrans are the rating of substation and the optimal
ransformer rating calculated from the LV zone planning (Step 4)
espectively and LMV  is the length of the MV  feeder. Similar to the
V zone planning, an iterative procedure is used to determine the
ptimal MV  feeder types as the optimization constraints are met.

It should be noted that the configuration of both MV  and LV
ones are like the letter “H” as observed in Figs. 1 and 2. As a result,
hey are called the H-type configurations. Another configuration,
alled branch type, is considered in Section 5. The minimum bus
oltage is calculated using (13) and (14) following the same proce-
ure as used in the LV zone planning (Step 4). It should be noted
hat the substation voltage is set as 1.03 pu. After finalizing this
tep, the program goes to Step 9.

Step 7: (Plan LV Networks for Non-Uniform Load Density)
In this step, the non-uniform condition is applied to the LV zones

esulting from Step 4. For this purpose, the uniform load blocks,
ocated in an LV zone, are replaced with realistic loads (realistic
lacement and size), while the LV zone dimensions are kept the
ame as identified in Step 4. After that, the optimal placement and
ize of distribution transformers and LV conductors’ types in the
V zone are considered as the optimizing variables, particle N2R in
PSO, and are optimized to minimize the objective function.

2R = [XDTLR, YDTLR, LC1R, LC2R, ..., LCNCR]

DTLR and YDTLR are the location of distribution transformer on
orizontal and vertical axes in region R, respectively. LCiR is the
ype of LV conductor i in region R. NC is the number of required
ifferent LV conductors in an LV zone.

For LV network, when some portions of the planning area can-
ot be approximated by a complete rectangle such as having an
bstacle like a lake, a complete rectangle is formed as if no obstacle
xists (the size of the rectangle is determined from Step 4). After
hat, a zero power is assigned to the load blocks located in the part
f this rectangle in which the obstacle is situated.

To allocate a distribution transformer, the following points
hould be noted:

. If  the optimal location of transformer is within one of the load
blocks, it should be changed to the nearest street (Fig. 1).

. If the optimal location of transformer is in the middle of a street,
it should be moved to one side of the street.

. If the optimal location of transformer is on an obstacle, it should
be moved to the nearest feasible point.

In this step, the bus voltages are determined using (13) and (14)
imilar to Step 4.

Step 8: (Plan MV  Networks for Non-Uniform Load Density)
In this step, in addition to the length and width of the MV  zone,

he HV/MV substation size and location, and the MV  feeders’ types

nd routes are included as the optimizing variables. Similar to Step
, the objective function is composed of the capital cost, loss cost
nd reliability cost per unit area and the constraints are the bus
oltage level and the feeder current (calculated using (13) and (14)).
Switching time 30 min
Repair time 90 min

The particle N2,  used in the employed DPSO, is composed of the
number of LV zones in the horizontal and the vertical axes, the
rating and location of substation, and the type of MV  feeders in the
corresponding MV  zone (see Fig. 3).

N2 = [XDSL, YDSL, MF1, MF2, ..., MFNF]

where XDSL and YDSL are the location of distribution substation
on horizontal and vertical axes, respectively. MFi  is the type of MV
feeder i. NF is the number of required different MV  feeders in an
MV zone.

Step 9: (MV Construction Type Change?)
Since the MV feeder cost is the common element in the total

cost associated with LV and MV  zones, the optimized MV  feeder
types, obtained in Step 6 or 8, are compared with those used in
the planning of the LV zone (Step 4 or 7). If they are the same, the
program is terminated and the final results are printed. Otherwise,
the program continues from Step 4 in the next iteration and the
LV zone planning is implemented based on the MV feeders’ types
resulted from the current MV zone planning (Step 6 or 8).

5. Results

Two  different cases are evaluated in this section. In the first case,
it is assumed that both MV  and LV zones are planned in a uni-
form load density region. In the second case, the non-uniform load
density is applied to make the solution more realistic.

5.1. Case 1 (uniform load density)

The planning approach is tested on an area, the characteristics
of which are listed in Table 1. Two configurations are investigated:
the H-type and the Branch-type (Figs. 2 and 5). The main benefit
of the H-type configuration over the Branch type is its low total
capital cost. However, it suffers from higher reliability cost. Selec-
tion between these two  configurations depends on the reliability
weight factors.

To compare the performance of DPSO, both Genetic Algorithm
(GA) and Nonlinear Programming (NLP) are also applied to the
OPDS problem. The population size and the generation number for
GA are selected 10 and 20 respectively similar to those used for
DPSO. In the studies performed, the NLP converges to local minima

for some starting points. It should be noted that the DPSO results
are also compared with those obtained with an exhaustive search
method and they are found to be identical. Performance compar-
isons of DPSO with GA are given in Tables 2–4.  Appendix A gives
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Table 3
The output of MV  zone planning for H-type configuration.

Parameter Value

DPSO GA

MV  zone size (blocks × blocks) 5 × 15 9 × 8
MV  zone dimensions (km × km)  1.3 × 2.25 2.34 × 1.2
MV  Zone Area (km2) 2.925 2.808
Substation rating (MVA) 15 15
Substation cost (k$) 43.89 45.72
MV  construction cost (k$) 8.66 9.01
MV  construction type 1 1
Reliability cost (k$) 11.35 11.45
SAIDI (min) 41.45 48.25
SAIFI 2.15 2.15
Loss  Cost (k$) 2.71 3.75
Minimum bus voltage (PU) 0.9776 0.9795

the area of MV  zone is calculated using (15) as 2.925 km2. Given
Fig. 5. The optimized MV  zone in Branch-type configuration.

he list of available transformers, LV conductors and MV  feeders
nd their characteristics (Tables A1 and A2).

The reliability parameters are selected based on [12,13]. The
lanning is performed for peak load power (2.5 kW per block) and
he upper voltage limit of 1.03 pu is chosen such that the low load
oltage does not rise above 1.05 pu due to the Ferranti effect. The
cceptable voltage drops in the MV  and LV sides are assumed to be
7% and 95%, respectively [4,10].  Based on a sample load duration
urve used in [4],  the loss factor is assumed to be 0.35. The coding
s written in Matlab 7.6 programming language and is executed in

 desktop computer with the features as Core 2 Due CPU, 2.66 GHz,

nd 2 GB of RAM.

Based on the dimensions of load blocks and their power demand,
he average load density is found to be 5 MW/km2. Solving the LV

able 2
he output of LV zone planning.

Parameter Value

DPSO GA

LV zone size (blocks × blocks) 13 × 6 8 × 10
LV zone dimensions (km × km)  0.26 × 0.15 0.16 × 0.25
LV  zone area (km2) 0.039 0.04
Transformer rating (kVA) 200 200
Transformer cost ($) 800 780
LV conductor cost ($) 2233 2323
MV  construction cost ($) 216 352
Loss cost ($) 664 652
LV conductor types 1,7 1,6
Minimum bus voltage (PU) 0.9531 0.9535
Total cost per load block ($) 3914 4107
Total cost per km2 (k$) 7828 8214
Total cost per block (k$) 66.61 69.94
Total cost per km2 (k$) 1708 1793

zone planning, the solution is that each transformer should supply 3
streets (i.e., 78 blocks). The optimal transformer size, calculated by
(11), is 195 kVA. Using the available transformers listed in Table A1,
the optimal transformer rating is selected as 200 kVA. Using (10),
the rectangular LV zone area is obtained as 0.039 km2. Table 2 gives
a summary of the LV zone planning outputs. It should be noted that
the costs mentioned in Table 2 and all other tables are the cost
per block. As observed from this table, the highest cost ($2233) is
related to the LV conductors, which is 57% of the total cost ($3914).
The LV conductor cost is obtained using the length of conductor
from (12) and the cost per km (Table A2). The transformer cost also
highly influences the results. However, the loss cost is small (17%).
LV conductor types 1 and 7, given in Table A2,  are selected for the
horizontal and the vertical directions, respectively. Based on these,
the minimum bus voltage is found to be 0.9531.

Compared with GA, DPSO converges to a lower total cost per
square kilometer ($7.828 M for DPSO and $8.214 M for GA) which
shows a cost benefit about $386,000. Furthermore, the exhaustive
search method shows identical results with the proposed algo-
rithm at the expense of longer computation time. In this case, the
proposed DPSO converges quickly within 10 iterations.

After receiving the outputs of LV zone planning, the optimal
transformer characteristics and the dimensions of optimal LV zone
are considered as the inputs of MV  zone planning. Then, a similar
procedure is applied for the MV  zone planning as in the case of
H-type configuration. The MV  zone planning results in 5 blocks in
the horizontal axis and 15 blocks in the vertical axis. With these,
the number of LV zones located in the MV  zone, the substation rat-
ing is calculated using (16) as 15 MVA. As shown in Table A1,  the

Table 4
The output of MV  Zone planning for Branch-type configuration.

Parameter Value

DPSO GA

MV  zone size (blocks × blocks) 3 × 24 3 × 34
MV  zone dimensions (km × km)  0.78 × 3.6 0.78 × 5.1
MV  zone area (km2) 2.808 3.978
Substation rating (MVA) 15 25
Substation cost (k$) 45.72 37.42
MV  construction cost (k$) 9.29 18.20
MV  Construction type 1 9
Reliability cost (k$) 10.65 14.95
SAIDI (min) 21.90 30.29
SAIFI 2.07 2.91
Loss cost (k$) 2.23 0.34
Total cost per block (k$) 67.88 70.91
Total cost per km2 (k$) 1740 1818
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ating 15 MVA  is selected as the optimal HV/MV transformer size.
able 3 illustrates the results of MV  zone planning. Compared with
he LV zone planning in which the LV conductor cost is the main
ost, the substation cost is the major cost of k$43.89 in the MV  zone
lanning, which is 66% of the total cost. Similar to the LV zone, the

oss cost is small compared with the other costs. The SAIDI and
AIFI are found to be 41.45 min  and 2.15, respectively. This calcula-
ion is based on the assumption that the sectionalizing switches are
ocated on both ends of each primary branch and a circuit breaker
s at the beginning of each main lateral (Fig. 2). Similar to the LV
one planning, the minimum bus voltage is found near the bound-
ry value of 0.97 using the lowest cost MV  feeders to satisfy the
onstraints.

It should be noted that after applying the exhaustive search,
imilar results were obtained and this illustrates the accuracy of the
mployed DPSO, albeit faster convergence time. Compared with GA,
otal cost per LV block obtained by DPSO is about $3300 (≈$85,000
er square kilometer) less than GA as seen in Table 3. All these
esults are based on the H-type configuration zones.

In order to improve the reliability index, another structure called
ranch-type configuration is applied to the proposed planning. In
his type of configuration, each substation is connected directly to
he nearest distribution transformer as shown in Fig. 5. Table 4 illus-
rates the outputs of optimal MV  zone planning for the Branch-type
onfiguration. The trend of MV  zone dimensions from first itera-
ion to the last iteration is shown in Fig. A1.  Table 4 gives costs
btained by DPSO and GA. An exhaustive search method is also
mployed for this problem that gives identical results with the
PSO method.

The proposed iterative method for optimizing both LV and MV
ones (Fig. 4) in the Branch type configuration is assessed. For
his purpose, the exhaustive search method is applied to both
V and MV  zones. To apply the exhaustive search method, the
bjective function for all combinations of LV zone dimensions and
V zone dimensions should be calculated. For example, assume

hat an LV zone side cannot include more than 19 load blocks
because of the voltage drop constraint) and an MV zone side can-
ot include more than 35 LV zones. The number of states will be
9 × 19 × 35 × 35 = 442,225. The running time for calculating the
bjective function is about 4 s. Therefore, the total required time for
he exhaustive search method will be at least 20 days. This com-
utation time is reduced to 15 min  using the proposed iterative
ethod while the final results are identical.
One key characteristic of Branch-type system is that the voltage

rop is not a main issue unlike the H-type. This helps the program
o find a narrower zone (lower MV construction cost) with higher
umber of LV zones in each branch (see the MV  construction cost

n Tables 3 and 4). The number of LV zones located at each branch
s limited because of the reliability and voltage drop. As shown in
able 4, the planned zone is composed of 72 (3 × 24) LV zones. The
ength of this Branch-type based MV zone is 3 times of the length
f the LV zone and its width is 24 times of the width of the LV
one. Based on these dimensions, the rating of substation is found
s 14.4 MVA. Using Table A1,  15 MVA  is selected as the optimal
ubstation rating. Fig. A2 illustrates a comparison between the con-
ergence characteristic of the proposed DPSO and GA when they are
sed for planning the MV  network (Step 6 in the proposed itera-
ive method). As seen in this figure and Table 4, DPSO converges
n lower objective function compared with GA ($67,880 by DPSO
nd $70,909 by GA) in the 7th iteration. This demonstrates that the
otal cost per square kilometer obtained by DPSO is $78,000 less
han GA.
Compared with the H-type configuration, SAIDI decreases to
bout half in the Branch-type configuration, from 41.45 to 21.9 min
s expected. On the other hand, the MV  construction cost per block
n the Branch-type is about 7% more than the H-type configuration
Research 81 (2011) 1905– 1914 1911

($9290 in the Branch-type and $8660 in the H-type). This is because
the length of MV  feeder in the Branch-type is more than the H-type
(11.87 km in the Branch-type and 11.54 km in the H-type). Over-
all, the objective function value for the H-type and the Branch-type
configurations are $66,610 and $67,880, respectively. This demon-
strates that the H-type has a cost benefit over the Branch-type with
the assumed reliability weight factors (reliability cost is about 16%
of total cost). It is clear that if the reliability weight factors are
decreased, the benefit margin of the Branch-type decreases and
for the reliability penalties higher than these, the Branch-type con-
figuration is preferred.

Applying the proposed technique for planning the LV and
MV networks with the assumption of uniform load density pro-
vides a helpful and simply applicable guidance to evaluate the
design solutions. In the next sub-section, non-uniform load density
assumption is applied.

5.2. Case 2 (non-uniform load density)

As a more realistic case, the non-uniform assumption is taken
into account in this case. To evaluate the proposed technique, it
is assumed that the planning area is composed of three different
load densities. The average load block dimensions are assumed
to be 10 m × 10 m,  20 m × 15 m,  and 30 m × 20 m in regions 1–3,
respectively. The average street width is 5 m,  10 m,  and 15 m in
regions 1–3. The average peak power in all load blocks is assumed
to be 5 kW.  After applying the uniform LV zone planning, the opti-
mal  length and width of LV zones in these regions are found as
150 m × 50 m,  315 m × 180 m,  and 750 m × 95 m in regions 1–3,
respectively. The corresponding transformer sizes are calculated
as 300 kVA, 300 kVA, and 150 kVA, respectively.

After finding the optimal dimensions of LV zones in regions 1–3,
assuming a uniform load density, the transformer size and location
as well as the LV feeder’s routes and types are re-optimized based
on the real non-uniform load sizes and locations in each LV zone. For
this purpose, assume that the loads are realistically located in an LV
zone resulted in region 1 as in Fig. 6. As mentioned, the dimensions
of this LV zone are 150 m × 50 m which shows a rectangular zone
in which there are 15 load blocks in the horizontal direction and 2
load blocks in the vertical direction. In order to make the analysis
more understandable, this LV zone is assumed to have three parts
in which the peak power per load block is 7 kW,  5 kW,  and 3 kW,
respectively (Fig. 6). Optimizing this LV zone, the optimal x-axis
placement of transformer changes to 53 m (close to the last of the
7 kW loads) compared with the uniform load density case in which
the transformer is at the centre of the zone (75 m).  As expected,
since the load density on the 7 kW part is more than other parts,
the transformer is found closer to this part. The optimal type of
LV conductors changes to 7 (backbone) and 5 (laterals) from types
8 and 4 for the uniform case. It should be noted that because of
practical reasons, no more than 2 types of conductors are allowed
to be used in a zone.

For MV  zone planning, it is assumed that the length of region 1
is 900 m,  the length of region 2 is 1260 m,  and the length of region 3
is unlimited. The width of regions is also assumed to be unlimited.
After applying the MV  zone planning, a substation with the rating of
15 MVA  is found to be located at 1451 m and 150 m in x and y-axes
(Fig. 7). The optimal length and width of MV zone is determined to
be 5160 m and 300 m.  As observed, the optimal substation location
is not in the centre of the MV  zone since the load density is not uni-
form in the resulted MV  zone and as expected the optimal location

of substation is found closer to the region with higher load density.
The type of feeders for all load densities is found to be type 1. Fig. 7
shows the configuration of MV  zone after planning based on the
non-uniform load density assumption.
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Fig. 6. The optimized LV zone for non-uniform load density (region 1).
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Fig. 7. The optimized MV  zone for non-uniform load density.

A comparison between the convergence characteristic of the
roposed DPSO and GA for MV  zone planning (Step 8 in the pro-
osed iterative method) in this non-uniform load density based
ase is illustrated in Fig. 8. As observed, DPSO converges in lower
otal cost per square kilometer rather than GA ($1.035 M by DPSO
nd $1.092 M by GA).

. Discussion relevance to real system

For realistic distribution design, there are many factors which
ill influence the overall design. Examples are the local non-
niformity of loads associated with shopping centers, parks, lakes,

ills, industrial areas, individual loads and railway supplies. The
ontribution of this optimal planning paper is that it provides a ref-
rence design at MV  and LV networks and the expected relationship
etween the transformer, line sizes and load density. If a substation
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Fig. 8. Total cost per square kilometer based on MV  zone planning in case 2.
has only a small section of parks and the rest is uniform we would
not expect the substation rating to change significantly. Similarly
as loads grow and the distribution system is incremented gradu-
ally, it is good to keep in mind what the reference design would
recommend in shaping the growth of the distribution system. The
advantage is that unusual design solutions would be flagged and
deviations would be adopted only to the extent justified by the
local load features. No design process currently can incorporate
all aspects of real distribution constraints but the reference design
approach developed in this paper can provide guidance to assist
low cost distribution planning.

The proposed method can be applied repeatedly to adjacent MV
zones to cover any size planning area for the design from substation
to customers. For the distribution design of a whole of city, an addi-
tional layer of bulk supply substations and connecting lines would
be required. Optimization of the resulting three-layer problem (LV,
MV and bulk supply) can use a procedure similar to the two-layer
(MV–LV) design presented in this paper.

7. Conclusions

In this paper, a new methodology is introduced for integrated
planning of MV and LV segments of a distribution system optimally
considering feeder types and routes, as well as, transformer ratings
and placements. The objective function associated with the LV seg-
ment planning is composed of the loss cost as well as the total
capital cost for MV/LV transformers, LV conductors, and the part of
the MV  feeders located in an LV zone. The objective function associ-
ated with the MV  segment planning consists of the reliability cost,
the line loss cost and the total capital cost for HV/MV  transform-
ers and MV  feeders. The voltage drop and the feeder current are
considered as constraints in planning both LV and MV segments.

Discrete particle swarm optimization is employed iteratively to
solve the optimal integrated distribution planning problem. The
results are compared with those obtained by NLP, GA and the
exhaustive search method. NLP as an analytical method could not
improve the initial values due to the high discreteness of the prob-
lem. The proposed algorithm illustrates higher accuracy in all cases
compared with GA for similar expected computational effort. Also
the results of the DPSO have been compared with the exhaustive
search method and are found to be identical. However, the exhaus-
tive search is more time consuming.

A low computational effort iterative based technique is pro-
posed for planning both LV and MV  networks altogether. The results
are found to be identical with those obtained by the exhaustive
search. This illustrates the high accuracy of the proposed tech-

nique. It is shown that the proposed technique can be employed
for planning of both uniform and non-uniform load densities. This
paper can provide guidance for planning of practical MV and LV
distribution systems.
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ppendix A.
The total cost for all elements, the investment and maintenance
osts are illustrated in Tables A1 and A2.

able A1
he characteristics of available transformers.

Elements Impedance Capital cost O&M cost
Transformers (kVA) � (PU) k$ $/year

25 0.006 + 0.017 i 10 300
30  0.006 + 0.018 i 12.3 311
50  0.005 + 0.018 i 16.8 325
63  0.005 + 0.019 i 18.5 348
100  0.005 + 0.021 i 22 376
150 0.005 + 0.022 i 24.8 408
200  0.003 + 0.022 i 26.3 455
250 0.005 + 0.023 i 37 503
300  0.004 + 0.024 i 40.2 564
350 0.004 + 0.022 i 45.7 607

Substation (MVA) � (PU) M$  $/year
3  0.040 i 1.6 16,000
8  0.045 i 2.47 16,800
15  0.045 i 3.1 18,100
25  0.055 i 3.6 20,500
30 0.060 i 3.8 23,700
50  0.065 i 4.1 28,000

able A2
he characteristics of available feeders.

Elements Impedance Current rating Capital cost O&M cost
MV  feeders (�) (A) k$/km $/year/km

No. 1 1.75 + j 0.100 198 52 405
No.  2 1.40 + j 0.100 212 53 553
No.  3 1.00 + j 0.100 232 54.5 695
No.  4 0.90 + j 0.080 275 56.7 821
No.  5 0.75 + j 0.050 332 60 940
No.  6 0.63 + j 0.090 300 68.5 1042
No.  7 0.47 + j 0.087 386 76 1122
No.  8 0.30 + j 0.080 486 86 1197
No.  9 0.15 + j 0.076 601 100 1258
LV  conductors (�) (A) k$/km $/year/km
No. 1 2.50 + j 0.200 84 40 255
No.  2 2.20 + j 0.100 96 41.5 364
No.  3 1.90 + j 0.100 110 43 364
No.  4 1.60 + j 0.080 145 45 546
No.  5 1.30 + j 0.050 197 48.5 632
No.  6 0.74 + j 0.080 244 51.5 698
No.  7 0.44 + j 0.070 312 56 749
No.  8 0.25 + j 0.068 387 63 780
No.  9 0.10 + j 0.067 443 75 807
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Figs. A1 and A2 show the results obtained for case 1 in Branch-
type configuration.
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